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Las Vegas, NV – Online Copy Guru, LLC is announcing that they have added an 

additional business division to provide ghostwriting services. This service is exclusively 

for business professionals and thought leaders who want to write a non-fiction book to 

enhance authority with their audience. 

  

“Most people don’t know that our first client project was ghostwriting a book for a fitness 

guru,” says Monique Poché, Owner, Author, and Founder of Online Copy Guru, LLC.  

“We’ve taken on quite a few of these assignments over the years through word of mouth, 

and now it’s time to let the world know we’re able to provide this type of service.”  

 

Ms. Poché will head this division and will act as the main ghostwriter for clients. With 

four books of her own available on Amazon, Ms. Poché has extensive knowledge of both 

writing and publishing books. As a freelance copywriter and marketing professional, she 

can also provide guidance on developing a strategy to promote the book. Most full-length 

books will take from a few months to up to a year to write. Regardless of how long the 

process takes, Ms. Poché works side-by-side with her ghostwriting clients to ensure their 

book is written according to their needs and standards. Once the book content is finalized, 

it is sent to a professional proofreader to ensure continuity and quality. 

 

You can learn more about their ghostwriting services at  

http://onlinecopyguru.com/ghostwriting-services.  

 

  

About Online Copy Guru, LLC 

 

Online Copy Guru, LLC specializes in ghostwriting, copywriting, and creating 

information products such as books and courses. Their solutions let companies improve 

their marketing performance and increase credibility through content writing, sales copy, 

professional marketing strategy development, and proven sales funnel strategies. 

 

For more information regarding this release, or to arrange interviews with company 

management, please contact: 

 

http://onlinecopyguru.com/ghostwriting-services
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